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William Alatriste for the New York City Council
HPD Commissioner Vicki Been, seen at a 2014 City Council hearing. HPD has been cautious about embracing land trusts and still reserves the right to hold off on any
deals.

On Monday, in what advocates are celebrating as a major win for the community land trust movement, the Department of Housing,
Preservation and Development (HPD) released a Request for Expressions of Interest (RFEI) for groups interested in forming community
land trusts using cityowned property.
A community land trust (CLT) is a model of nonprofit land ownership in which a board of community stakeholders governs the use of land,
while regulations ensure the permanent affordability of the rental or homeowner housing on that land.
Several other cities already support CLTs, but New York has lagged behind (http://citylimits.org/2016/05/09/cityslowtoembracelandtrustsas
housingtool/) . In the past, advocates have criticized the de Blasio administration for continuing with the city’s longtime practice of
transferring public land into the hands of private, forprofit housing developers using timelimited affordability agreements. According to
advocates, such a transfer creates the risk that developers may one day privatize. Missiondriven nonprofit developers also argue that they
can achieve deeper levels of affordability than developers who seek a profit.

Many tenant, homeless, and community advocates have called for the creation of CLTs to ensure permanent affordability and the
democratic control of housing, and a growing number of groups throughout the city are in the process of trying to obtain land from the city
or private owners to create CLTs. For its part, the de Blasio administration has said that it was open to the idea of CLTs, but still had
questions about their feasibility.
In a gesture that suggests it has been sincerely listening to advocates, the de Blasio administration is now giving groups the opportunity to
submit proposals detailing how they would develop and manage CLTs.
“The CLT’s land ownership, paired with a governance structure that reflects the interests of CLT affordable housing residents and the
broader community, can offer a unique housing model that empowers residents and neighborhoods,” writes HPD in a press release.
In particular, HPD says it is interested in “evaluating the advantages and disadvantages of making properties that the city currently owns in
East Harlem,
the South Bronx, northern and central Brooklyn, southeastern Queens, and Edgemere, Queens available for development and operation by
one or more CLTs.”
Proposals are expected to describe the specific geographies and constituencies that the proposed CLT would serve, the applicant groups’s
financial strategy, governance structure, operations plan, and other details. The city will consider proposals both for rental and
homeownership opportunities, so long as they conform to existing HPD subsidy programs. Proposals are also expected to detail what kind of
financial support the groups would need, including subsidies, tax abatements, technical assistance, marketing, compliance monitoring, or
assistance developing a board. HPD says it is interested in applicants with affordable housing experience, though both existing CLTs and
proposed CLTs can apply.
There’s no saying how much public land or financial support HPD will ultimately offer. The RFEI notes that the city reserves the right not to
pick anyone’s proposals—or take any action at all. Nevertheless, advocates are thrilled by the announcement. William Burnett, a board
member of Picture the Homeless, says their organization is “excited that the city is moving forward with plans to execute this model,” and
emphasizes the importance of CLTs as a strategy to prevent tenant displacement and homelessness.
Christie Peale, executive director of NYC Neighborhoods, heralds the “exciting recognition of the potential that the Community Land Trust
model embodies for keeping homeownership affordable over generations.” And the NYC Community Land Initiative, an alliance of over
two dozen organizations and experts advocating for CLTs, says HPD has “taken a big step by recognizing the potential of CLTs to advance a
truly progressive housing policy.”
Paula Segal at the Community Development Project of the Urban Justice Center says that many community groups are well poised to take
advantage of the city’s invitation. She also noted a lot of CLT organizing is taking place in neighborhoods where the potential for a rezoning
have spurred discussions on how to best create deep and permanent affordable housing, including the South Bronx, East Harlem and
Bushwick.
“Hopefully this will lead to a huge blossoming of the CLT landscape in New York,” Segal says.
Answers to the RFEI will be accepted until February 28. More information is available here ( http://www1.nyc.gov/site/hpd/developers/rfprfq
rfo.page) .

